Social Media Scottish Photos Competition
Terms and Conditions
Gray Line Scotland are giving you the chance to WIN two tickets for a Scottish Day Tour OR a Refund of your tour ticket price by entering our Scottish
Photos Competition.
1. This competition is open to all residents in the UK
2. Entry to the competition is possible posting your photos of Scotland on
Gray Line Scotland social media channels.
3. Entrants may not enter multiple posts. Duplicate entries will be disqualified
however the first one will be allowed.
4. Gray Line Scotland will not be liable for any entries not received, incomplete, delayed, damaged or not included in the for any technical reasons. No
bulk or third party entries accepted.
5. There will be one winner only.
6. The promotion is open between 0900 01/8/21 until 2000 31/8/21.
7. The winner will be selected from a list of entrants who have taken part and
announced on Gray Line Scotland social media pages. Gray Line Scotland
will not enter into any discussion about its selection of prize winners.
8. The Prize is as stated and cannot be transferred, sold or exchanged. There
is no cash alternative. The judges' decision is final.
9. The winners will be notified on our social media channels the day after the
competition closing date. In the event of the claim for a prize not being received by within 7 working days of such notification, Gray Line Scotland reserves the right to select an alternative winner.
10. By entering the competition, entrants agree to be bound by the rules and
the winners consent to participate in any reasonable publicity required for and
on behalf of Gray Line Scotland.
11. Copyright of any images will be automatically transferred to Gray Line
Scoltland upon entry to this competition.
12. A winners name (social media tags only) will be available after 25/9/21 by
emailing enquiries@graylinetours.com with Scottish Photo Competition in the
title.

